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FLASH FICTION
By John Heggelund, Karen Jones, Brian Wilson,
Jennifer Riddalls, Sharon Telfer

POCKET WISHES FOR SCRAPS OF PAPER by John Heggelund

School but every time the bell rings someone kisses you.
Sports but you can participate even if you’re bad.
SATs but no one asks you about your score.
Parents but they love you more no matter what.
Guns but instead of killing they garishly display inadequacies.
Me but I don’t act so scared all the time.
Cell phones but they talk so you always have a friend.
Sleep but you never wake up only dream deeper and deeper.
Breathing but you don’t need air it’s just to feel alive.
Fingertips but they aren’t where you end only the beginning.
Me but I meet people and never feel weird about asking for their
number.
Parties but there’s always a quiet boy who’s just shy not weird.
Getting wasted but you don’t make bad decisions you only have more
fun.
Sex but it doesn’t matter if the other person is beautiful or not.
Friends but they never make jokes about you they always make you feel
better about yourself.
Karma but it demands to be heard.
Weed but it doesn’t stink or make your eyes red.
Family but you don’t have to hide anything because they understand or
want to.
College but instead of grade points you collect job vouchers like KoolAid coupons.
Boyfriends but they don’t care when you feel dumb and speechless no
matter what happens or anyone says or does.
Apartments but they don’t stink when you don’t clean them.
Clothes but they make you look good and want to go out.
Wine but it only makes you happy.
TV but there’s actually something good on to watch.
Me but I don’t drink alone or talk to the phone like it responds.
Delivery drivers but they don’t call you shut-in bitch for not tipping
when they refuse to come up.
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Men but they treat women like we could do something if it came down
to it.
Me but at least I go out to the bar.
Me but I can smoke enough weed to float away.
Me but this can’t possibly be what I’m supposed to be doing.
Me but I can explain myself and how I feel and what the hell is going
on.
Me but I’m ready to change I just don’t know how.
Me but there’s no more buts I just do it.
Me but I’m not the only thing holding me back.
Me but I act like I want to get better.
Me but I sound like I give a shit.
Me but me,
But me,
But me,
But me,
But me,
But me.
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SMALL MERCIES by Karen Jones

When you play Monopoly with your brothers, let them win, she says.
Boys don’t like to lose, especially not to girls. She’s patting her face
with a powder pad, as though her features will fall off if they’re not
pressed in place. When she’s out at a dance, I sneak into her room and
play at being her, being beautiful, being good with make-up. When a
boy asks you out, always say yes. It doesn’t matter if he’s not the best
looking, the cleverest, the funniest – it takes a lot of courage for a boy
to ask a girl out, so be grateful and always, always say yes to boys. I
take her lipstick and pout as I smear the scarlet grease over my too-thin
lips on my too-fat face with its barely-there eyes. I can never look like
her, but I can do as I’m told. And so, I did. I said yes to boys. All the
boys. The ugly boys, the short boys, the boys who smell like sewers and
the boys with urgency mapped out in spots on their red faces. When
your brothers get up in the morning, draw their curtains, make their
beds – be useful. The liquid eyeliner almost makes me have eyes. Not
eyes like hers – not violet, not startling, but at least existing. My mother
made me easy – a thing she never was to me. I’m sure it wasn’t her
intention, but I was nothing if not obedient, so I said yes over and over
again. Until I finally got it, finally realised what I’d become. I used her
cold cream to erase the face I’d painted. Then I said no. I said no over
and over again. But the boys told me they’d heard about me and no
really meant yes, and did what they wanted anyway. That hurt more, so
I went back to being the girl my mother made me – the yes-girl, the
old-before-her-years girl, the never-as-pretty-as-her-mother-so-beggarscan’t-be-choosers girl. Now she complains that I never gave her
grandchildren. Oh, but I did, Mother Dear. So many half-formed girls
that neither of us got to hold or mould. Small mercies, Mother. Be
grateful.
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MESSENGER by Brian Wilson

I send my brother a message asking whether he's seen the latest
Aronofsky film. I send my sister a message asking when she's back from
Enniskillen. I send my three best friends three generic messages: what's
new on Netflix, an article about Game of Thrones, a meme involving
Tom Hardy's Batman character Bane.
With each message her name sinks a little bit lower, but I can still see it
when I launch messenger, so I send a few more. I send an old work
colleague a message saying what's up it's been a while. I send a current
work colleague a message saying hi do you happen to have the shift
supervisor's number?
I'm in the middle of sending my cousin a YouTube video when the
phone vibrates in my hands. It's from her.
hey
I am careful not to open it. I resume sending messages. I send my
brother a message asking whether he's seen the latest Villeneuve film. I
meant Denis Villeneuve.
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CAPTIVITY by Jennifer Riddalls

Ahead of me, Rex’s black leathery nose is suctioned to the ground,
inhaling everything that has come before us. I wonder if there’s been
anyone else here, besides us, since yesterday ...or even the day before.
We are like zoo animals, each foot landing exactly in our own footprints,
wearing down the earth, pacing in the cage. Distressed. Something
unfamiliar in my peripheral makes me stop so suddenly that Rex doesn’t
notice at first, continuing forward ‘til his lead strains against my hand.
There on the chain-link padlocked gate someone has hung a little
plastic tiger, its back legs hooked through the wire as if part way
through escaping.
James loved plastic animals. There are hundreds of animals like
these, back in his room, plastic shapes filling plastic tubs. This tiger is
filthy, but too bright, too orange. Only something that looked thirty
years weathered, all those seasons buzzing around it as the earth spun,
would make hope bubble up. Like the time I’d seen the faded, sodden
navy cuff of a small glove poking out of the undergrowth. James was
wearing plain navy mittens when he disappeared. The promise of
information had sent my heart beating frantically. Wanting to know, not
wanting to know. I’d dragged it out and was crushed to discover it had
five knitted fingers.
I stretch a fingertip towards the tiger; brush a crumb of wet dirt
off. The former white of his lower jaw is stained a sludgy brown that will
never come clean, never recover. I realise it’s been buried, it’s too dirty
for anything else. Lost under mud, the colour protected... except the tip
of one tiger ear is pink where the orange has been sucked out by the
sun. My stomach flips and hope simmers. I look past the toy, my eyes
pushing it out of focus, to the water treatment plant beyond. The earth
around the pumps has been disturbed. Workers must have dug up this
forgotten treasure and hung it here for a small podgy hand to reach up
and retrieve it.
Rex whines, impatient to complete our routine, and it snaps me
into action. I get one of the little bags I use to clean up after Rex and
cover my trembling hand with it, awkwardly enveloping it round the
tiger, enclosing it in my pocket. I half-drag Rex home in a lumbering
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jog, his black eyes darting up at me. I abandon him in the hallway, lead
trailing and I’m straight upstairs, muddy boots on faded carpet. I stop at
the doorway to James’ room and remove them. Tipping all the plastic
animals onto the floor it only takes a few seconds to spot a nearidentical tiger, not muddy, conserved here. A sob escapes me and I’m
not sure if its sorrow or relief. Rain starts drumming on the skylight. I
close my eyes and pretend the pitter-patter of water is small feet,
running towards me.
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SEA CHANGE by Sharon Telfer

My heart sank.
I watched it go. It fought hard to keep afloat. I took my boathook,
knocked back its jellyfish pulses. I had to make sure. Cracked, it
bubbled silver as it dropped, an aspirin fizz then one toxic gulp like
mercury breaking from a thermometer. It stopped struggling after that,
twisted, turned in the tug of the tide, spiralling slowly down into the
deep dark.
I watched until I could see it no more.
My mother warned me. You never know when you might want it back.
To shut her up, I marked it by the harbour buoy. I knew I wouldn’t need
it again. I crossed off years well enough without it, working, eating,
sleeping, the sea going out, coming in. Except on stormy nights. The
wild clamour of the buoy bell woke me then. I’d hug the pillow over my
ears and curse my mother.
But she was right. Of course.
There you were, one day, end of the pier, leaning into the wind like a
figurehead. For the first time since I drowned my heart, I licked my
roughened, seaside lips and tasted salt.
That night I rowed out and let down my net. I threw back the crabs and
the mackerel, rubbed off the barnacle crust by the light of the moon.
My pearlescent heart shone, strange, hard, beautiful.
I bent my back to the oars and headed for land, heart thumping like a
fresh caught fish.
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WRITER PROFILES
John Heggelund is an emerging author writing

out of Austin, Texas. His short stories are featured
or forthcoming in the Watershed Review and
Junto Magazine. He is the editor-in-chief of The
Mighty Line literary magazine and has edited two
academic journals for the non-profit
Children@Risk. While attending Texas A&M
University, he was awarded the Teri Marshall
Excellence in Writing Scholarship for his personal
essay "The Importance of Strong Writing." You
can follow him on Twitter at @Heggelund_John.

For which book would you like to write a sequel?

I have a terrible tendency to shy away from the
most popular choice in a genre, which is why as a
kid I read the Pendragon series rather than Harry
Potter. The final book in that series was published
the summer before I went off to college, but I never
read it. Doing so seemed tantamount to finishing
the final chapters of my childhood. I've always
dreamed of writing that final book for myself,
making sure it's the version I need or want it to be.
If I ever write a sequel, that'll be the first one, and
no one else will read it but me.
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What were the last five books you read?

I'm generally reading more than five books at a
time, but the last five that I finished were Vacation
by Deb Olin Unferth, Wait Till You See Me Dance
by Deb Olin Unferth, Thunderstruck by Elizabeth
McCracken, The Complete Stories by Truman
Capote, and What I Found Out About Her by Peter
LaSalle. There is always something by Beattie,
Hemingway, and Unferth on my desk, as well as an
issue of Ploughshares and Boulevard.
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Karen Jones is a prose writer from Glasgow with a

preference for flash and short fiction. She has
been successful in writing competitions including
Mslexia, Flash 500, Words With Jam, New Writer,
Writers’ Forum, Writers’ Bureau and Ad Hoc
Fiction. Her work has appeared in numerous
magazines and ezines, most recently in
Nottingham Review, Lost Balloon and New Flash
Fiction Review. Her stories appear in anthologies
including Bath Short Story Award, To Hull and
Back, and Bath Flash Fiction Volumes 2 and 3.
Two of her stories have been nominated for Best
of the Net 2018 and Best Microfictions 2018 and
one for a Best Small Fictions 2018 and a Pushcart
Prize 2018.
For which book would you like to write a sequel?

Christopher Brookmyre's Pandaemonium. There's
a wonderful character who gets an ending that
leaves him in something worse than limbo. I still
worry about that character, even though it's years
since I read the book. I'd like to get him out of that
predicament, then I can stop worrying about him.
What were the last five books you read?

Last five books I read were mainly flash collections
or novella-in-flash, mainly for enjoyment but also
for research purposes as I'm working on my own
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novella-in-flash at the moment. The final book in
the list is the only novel:
Other Household Toxins by Christopher Allen
Three Sisters of Stone by Stephanie Hutton
How To Make A Window Snake – Novella-in-flash
collection from Bath Flash Fiction
Three Men on the Edge by Michael Loveday
The Scottish Book of the Dead by Gavin Broom
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Brian Wilson was born in Newtownards, Northern

Ireland. His earliest memories of writing are from
primary school, where he debuted a six-page story
about a hunter-gather during History class and
ripped off a Goosebumps book for a creative
writing assignment. Since then, Brian has received
an MA in Creative Writing from Queen's University
Belfast and has had work published in various
places, including Blackbird – an anthology of new
writing from the Seamus Heaney Centre – and The
Bangor Literary Journal. At the start of 2018 Brian's
short story RECOVERY accompanied the Smoke &
Mirrors exhibit in the Torrance Art Museum in
California. In October 2018 he won the STORGY
Shallow Creek short story competition. Brian does
not currently have a website, but you can find out
more about his writing by following him on
Twitter: @bwilson4815
For which book would you like to write a sequel?

I'd definitely choose to write a sequel over a
prequel, as I think prequels are much more difficult
to pull off (they're almost inherently unsatisfying).
I'd

probably

write

a

sequel

to

something

completely unnecessary in attempt to get inside
Hollywood's current head space, something like
The Great Gatsby. It'd follow Nick after the events
of the first book, describing how he becomes a
gangster under the employ of Meyer Wolfsheim.
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There'd be a lot of swearing and violence. At one
point Nick would mow down an opposing gang
with a machine gun while yelling "For Gatsby!".
It would be absolutely terrible.
What were the last five books you read?

Convenience Store Woman by Sayaka Murata
Conversations with Friends by Sally Rooney
Sealed by Naomi Booth
Patience by Daniel Clowes
Normal People by Sally Rooney
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Jennifer Riddalls - rapid reader, plodding writer.

Originally from Scotland she now lurks in
Hampshire, England. When not working,
seasonally as an exam invigilator, or herding her
three small boys, she writes flash fiction and short
stories. She’s keen to stop abandoning novels and
finish one. In the past year, her words have won
competitions (including Writer’s Forum and the
Farnham Flash Fiction prize) and been shortlisted
by Retreat West and Flash 500.

For which book would you like to write a sequel?

I'd love to write a sequel to The Wasp Factory by
Iain Banks, I love the character Frank and I'd love to
know how life continued after the end of the book
with its big reveal. It's one of my favourite books.

What were the last five books you read?

The Collector by John Fowles
Disgrace by JM Coetzee
The Hate You Give by Angie Thomas
Big Little Lies by Liane Moriarty
Little Fires Everywhere by Celeste Ng
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Sharon Telfer lives near York, UK. Her stories have

won the Bath Flash Fiction Award, the Reflex
Fiction Prize, been shortlisted for the Bridport
Flash Fiction Prize and nominated for Best Small
Fictions. She was runner-up in the 2017 InkTears
Flash Fiction contest. In 2018, she was awarded
the New Writing North/Word Factory UK
Apprenticeship for short story writers. She is a
founding editor of FlashBack Fiction, which
showcases historical flash fiction.
For which book would you like to write a sequel?

It's not something I've ever really thought about, if
I'm honest. Though I guess there would be some
fun in imagining what the Famous Five might be
doing as grown-ups.
What were the last five books you read?

Ghost Wall by Sarah Moss (extraordinary!)
The Death of Mrs Westaway by Ruth Ware
(enjoyable)
The Gallows Pole by Benjamin Myers (gripping)
Come Let Us Sing Anyway by Leonie Ross
(inspirational)
The Water Cure by Sophie Mackintosh (intriguing)
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